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- PhotoKit Color is a comprehensive suite of features for creating full-color color corrections, tweaks and fixes for digital photographs. - PhotoKit Color applies precise color corrections, automatic color balancing and creative coloring effects in 4 individual effect layers. - PhotoKit Color's layer set are designed to be easily edited in Photoshop's traditional CS, CS2 and
Photoshop 7.0 environments. - Each effect is applied as a separate layer, so the user can remove the effects one by one or apply them in whatever order they desire. - All PhotoKit Color effects are designed to be easily used with digital photographs. - With PhotoKit Color, you can create a variety of effects, including: - Blue Enhance: Darken a blue sky to enhance the

cloud contrast. This effectively removes blue colorcast from photographs. - Adobe White Balance: Automatically white balance any color temperature from red to blue. The equivalent color temperature is shown next to the selected color temperature. - Cross Processing: Split toning is easily recreated for digital photographs. - RSG-Gray Balance: Removes colorcasts from
digital photographs, leaving skin and skin tones unaffected. - Black and White Balance: Helps correct color temperature in any color temperature. - Enhance Skin Tones: Lowers or increases the intensity of skin tones in photographs. - Enhance Red Tones: Increases the saturation of red tones in photographs. - Enhance Green Tones: Increases the saturation of green

tones in photographs. - Enhance Blue Tones: Increases the saturation of blue tones in photographs. - Enhance Red Tones: Increases the saturation of red tones in photographs. - Enhance Green Tones: Increases the saturation of green tones in photographs. - Enhance Blue Tones: Increases the saturation of blue tones in photographs. - PhotoKit Color's effects can be
applied as separate layers, so the user can save time and experimentation by removing the effects one by one or apply them in whatever order they desire. - The effects are applied as separate layers so users can use them individually, or combine them to create their own custom color correction system. - All PhotoKit Color effects are built for use with digital photographs,

so they can be applied on any photographic image without altering the photographic data of the original image. - Any way you want to use PhotoKit Color's effects and effects layers, you can do it with or without a filter applied. - Using any filter will give you the best results with PhotoKit Color's
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Image Enhancements - Add dynamic contrast - the Blue Enhancer changes the blue tones of a colorcasted image so that they're more vivid. - Make skin tones look more like skin tones - the Skin Tone adjuster can open up skin tones and make them even more realistic. - Make clouds look more like clouds - the Lighting Overlay effect is designed to evenly lighten dark
areas in a mixed lighting image so that the effects of contrast and white balance seem more natural. - Find and remove colorcast - the Automatic Color Correction for Red Channel allows you to remove undesirable color casts and convert images from the color print process to a grayscale image. Color Adjustments - Enhance blue skies - the Lighting Overlay effect

enhances blue skies without warping other colors. - Remove unwanted color - the automatic blue tone adjuster can remove the colorcast that sometimes appears on blue-toned images. - Fix color mistakes - the RGB Black and White effect can be used to correct color mistakes. - Convert image to grayscale - with the RGB to Grayscale effect you can quickly convert an
image to a grayscale image. - Reduce the color intensity of any color - the Blue Intensity Effect allows you to reduce the color intensity of a particular blue tone. - Increase the color intensity of any color - the Red Intensity Effect can increase the color intensity of a particular red tone. - Correct color intensity - the RGB Black and White effect allows you to correct color
intensity of a colorcasted image. PhotoKit Color is a color adjustment plugin for Photoshop. It uses the following features to give you all the tools you need to easily use Photoshop to really bring out the best in your photos. Enhance Color - Brightens reds, purples and magentas. Enhance Color Contrast - Adjusts image contrast. Enhance Color Levels - Increases or

reduces image levels. Desaturate - Makes image colors appear more neutral. Sepia Tone - Adds a sepia tone to your images Saturate - Boosts saturation of all colors. Contrast - Boosts color contrast and improves the range of colors in your image. Fog - Creates an effect that resembles looking through a fogged up window. Distort - Creates a bunch of new 'effects' or
collages. Split Toning - Creates a strong black and white effect in the photo. Reverse Toning - Creates a a69d392a70
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PhotoKit Color is a Photoshop toolset that lets you colorize your photos. All the effects are applied as individual layers, making it possible to work on each effect and explore ways to improve it. Each effect creates a new layer in a color layer set that is labeled with the effect name, enabling you to change the effect and work with the layer. No original file data is modified, so
you're always safe to experiment. All operations are reversible by undo or restarting the script. PhotoKit Color offers a comprehensive toolset of effects for colorizing your digital photos. The effects can be applied to just a single photograph (like applying a cross processed effect), a whole folder of photos, multiple photos, or even just the Layers panel of the image. PhotoKit
Color makes it incredibly easy to adjust all the specified effects to your liking. PhotoKit Color can generate a variety of high quality effects from a basic picture of a flower to a completely new-looking photo from a hand-colored original: • Black and white split toning with four distinct tones • Color balance adjustment and split toning • Cross processing • Color grading: 7
levels of adjustment that can be applied to just a single photo or an entire folder of photos • 7 types of lossy JPEG compression • Five basic picture-editing effects • 12 color casts • Adjustment of the color levels in the Histogram • Blue Enhance, RSA Gray Balance, Special Makeup • Black and white contrast adjustment, with 5 distinct tones • Blue Shadow, Green
Background, Red Eyes, White, Black, Color Loss • Cross color adjustment: 2 levels of adjustment that can be applied to a single photo or to an entire folder of photos • Correlated Cross processing with 2 levels of adjustment • Cross color processing with 3 levels of adjustment • Standard complement processing, and 6 levels of adjustment • RGB masking, and several
masks • Red and blue channel processing with 5 levels of adjustment • Skin tone adjustment: 2 levels of adjustment that can be applied to a single photo or to an entire folder of photos • Vibrance and saturation adjustment PhotoKit Color can also generate a new image from a colored photo. The new image is created in a newly created layer. This can be applied to a
single photo, a folder of photos, or multiple photos. Each effect can be applied either to just a single photo, or to an entire folder of photos. A folder of photos is actually a

What's New in the PhotoKit Color?

PhotoKit Color offers a comprehensive set of coloring tools for Photoshop 7.0, Photoshop CS and Photoshop CS2. Color plays a huge role in how we perceive and describe the world we see, so it's hardly surprising that one of the first things we want to do to a photograph when we bring it into Photoshop is to adjust accurately or play creatively with the color in the image.
Photographers in particular have long desired to reproduce traditional photographic processes digitally using Photoshop. PhotoKit Color provides a comprehensive suite of effects that let you recreate creative effects like black and white split toning and cross processing. All these effects are applied as separate layers so the user can make further variations, adapting each
effect to suit their own tastes. But that's not all! With PhotoKit Color, you can enhance specific colors in your photographs. You have the possibility to make skin tones lighter or less red. With the Blue Enhance effect you can darken a blue sky and enhance the cloud contrast. And with the RSA Gray Balance set, you can automatically remove colorcasts from almost any
type of image. PhotoKit Color's image enhancements and adjustments are easy to use. Choose PhotoKit Color from the File menu's Automate Tools sub-menu, then a simple dialog lets you see the PhotoKit Color tool sets from which you can easily select the desired image effect and let PhotoKit Color do the work. All PhotoKit Color Effects create a new layer or layers in
layer sets labeled with the name of the effect, leaving the original underlying image untouched, so it's always safe to experiment. PhotoKit Color never, ever, changes the underlying image data. By far the easiest way to learn what PhotoKit Color Effects do is to try them - they can't do any harm. PhotoKit Color Description: PhotoKit Color offers a comprehensive set of
coloring tools for Photoshop 7.0, Photoshop CS and Photoshop CS2. Color plays a huge role in how we perceive and describe the world we see, so it's hardly surprising that one of the first things we want to do to a photograph when we bring it into Photoshop is to adjust accurately or play creatively with the color in the image. Photographers in particular have long desired
to reproduce traditional photographic processes digitally using Photoshop. PhotoKit Color provides a comprehensive suite of effects that let you recreate creative effects like black and white split toning and cross processing. All these effects are applied as separate layers so the user can make further variations, adapting each effect to suit their own tastes. But that's
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System Requirements:

Input Devices: • Keyboard • Joystick Audio: • Analog Stereo • Digital Audio Output • Audio Source Selection Video: • Video Output • Video Input Peripherals: • Network Interface • USB Port • JOYSTICK Button • Arcade button Screen Resolution: • 1280 x 720 Framerate: • 56 FPS • variable (see Tech Notes) Memory:
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